MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZATION, M.S.

PEOPLE

PROFESSORS

- Frank Pfefferkorn (MSE Director; Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/Faculty/Pfefferkorn_Frank/)
- Gregory A. DeCroix (School of Business) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Decroix_Gregory/)
- Rafael Lazimy (School of Business) (https://bus.wisc.edu/faculty/rafi-lazimy/)
- Kaibo Liu (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Liu_Kaibo/) Industrial and Systems Engineering (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Li_Jingshan/) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Liu_Kaibo/)
- Miron Livny (Computer Science) (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/people/miron/)
- Sangkee Min (Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/Faculty/Min_Sangkee/)
- Tim Osswald (Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/Faculty/Osswald_Tim/)
- Robert Radwin (Industrial and Systems Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Radwin_Robert/)
- Bin Ran (Civil and Environmental Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/cee/faculty/ran_bin/)
- Jeffrey S. Russell (Vice Provost for Lifelong Learning/ Dean of Continuing Studies) (https://continuingstudies.wisc.edu/staff/russell-jeff-s/)
- Leyuan Shi (Industrial and Systems Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Shi_Leyuan/)
- Kumar Sridharan (Engineering Physics) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ep/faculty/sridharan_kumar/)
- Donald S. Stone (Material Science and Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/mse/Faculty/Stone_Donald/)
- Krishnan Suresh (Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/faculty/suresh_krishnan/)
- Lih-Sheng (Tom) Turng (Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/Faculty/Turng_Lih-sheng/)
- Raj Veeramani (Industrial and Systems Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Veeramani_Raj/)
- Xin Wang (Industrial and Systems Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Wang_Xin/)
- Michael R. Zinn (Mechanical Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/me/Faculty/Zinn_Michael/)
- Shiyu Zhou (Industrial and Systems Engineering) (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/ie/Faculty/Zhou_Shiyu/)